Cuvée Systems and Luminus Release 120V Compact Phase-Cut Drivers
Specifically Designed to Fit in Small Lighting Fixtures
San Jose, Calif., November 3, 2021, Cuvée Systemsâ has announced its DRW-NLT series of compact LED drivers
that offers superior performance for small to medium sized lighting fixtures, such as down lights, track lights, spot
lights and wall sconces. This new series is suitable for dry or damp locations, is incredibly compact in size, offers a
world class flicker-free design ensuring the percent flicker is less than 3% over the entire dimming range, and
includes Cuvée Systems’ GloStart feature, which turns the light on at low dimming levels (i.e. <10%). Cuvee CEO
Ray Chock highlights, “This new series of drivers enables a new level of miniaturization in fixture design, while also
providing architectural grade performance with superior flicker and phase cut dimming.” Backed by the Cuvée
Systems and Luminus five-year driver plus COB system warranty, these drivers offer long-term confidence where
small form factors, precise lighting control, quality of light and high reliability are critical factors. Tom Jory, Luminus
VP of Illumination Marketing adds, “our customers leverage the tiny form factor to build smaller luminaires and they
also enjoy peace of mind knowing that a series of lights on one dimmer will match perfectly, even at low dimming
levels.”
For a full list of features and applications visit http://cuveesystems.com/solution-portfolio/compact-phase-cut-drivers120v/. The Cuvée Systems brand of drivers are exclusively available from Luminus and the Luminus worldwide
franchised distributor network.

About Cuvée Systems
Cuvée Systems is on a mission to bring the most innovative power electronics to life. Our focus is on combining
world class design, high-volume manufacturing, and in-depth application experience to create sleek, reliable, high
performance power electronics for the lighting industry. Cuvée has business hubs in Sunnyvale, CA and Xiamen,
China enabling the best of both worlds with the talent and leading-edge technology in the Silicon Valley while
leveraging the manufacturing prowess and economics of our China based production factories. We bring power-tolight solutions that enable the next generation lighting systems. www.cuveesystems.com
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About Luminus Devices, Inc.
Luminus Devices, Inc. develops and markets solid-state lighting solutions (SSL) to help its customers migrate from
conventional lamp technologies to long-life and energy-efficient LED illumination. Combining technology originated
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) with innovation from Silicon Valley, Luminus offers a
comprehensive range of LED solutions for global lighting markets as well as high-output specialty lighting solutions
for performance-driven markets including consumer displays, entertainment lighting and medical applications.
Luminus is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California. For additional information please visit http://www.luminus.com.

